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• LMFT, is a San Francisco Bay area–based psychotherapist, researcher, speaker, and 
author specializing in bringing mindfulness-based work with adolescents

• Founder, Stressed Teens; Pioneer in bringing mindfulness-based approaches to youth

• Books Include: Be Mindful & Stress Less: 50 Ways to Deal with Your (Crazy) 
Life; Stress Reduction Workbook for Teens: Mindfulness Skills to Help 

• Her work has been featured on the Today Show and CNN, and in Psychology Today, 
Reuters, the New York Times, and Tricycle to name a few.



Who is IYI?
Our mission is to improve the lives of all Indiana children by 
strengthening and connecting the people, organizations, and 
communities that are focused on kids and youth.

• We Do It For The Kids

• We Create Change

• We Work Together

• We Empower Our Partners And 
Peers

• We Advocate For Others

Championing Kids. Strengthening Communities.
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Welcome 
everyone

are you here 
right now?



Dropping-In Practice:
mindfulness is as easy as 1-2-3

1. BODY
2. BREATH 
3. MIND



How do you feel now?



TEENS TODAY ARE SUFFERING 
WE WANT THEM TO BE 

THRIVING



Look for red flags

Changes in eating

Changes in sleeping

Loss of interest in activities previously enjoyed

Staying in their room and isolating more than they did before

Changes in how they communicate with you

Changes in mood—sadness, crying, depressed, anxious, irritable, angry, and 
frustrated more often than not

Increased isolation
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We ask teens to ________ 
but do we teach them how?

Sea Tunicate



Who is the person who 
made a difference for you?

Responsibility: 
Vital role you play
You are the planter of 
seeds



“We have pushed so many of our 
children into the tumultuous sea of 

life in small and leaky boats without 
survival gear and compass”

-Marian Wright Edelman12



Mindfulness,
Related Concepts, and

Positive Neuroplasticity,
are the Survival Gear and Compass to Navigate

Your life.





The power of being heard 
and seen

Reflect on



Joining with teens: 
A Key to efficacy



Cultural relevance:
An intentional awareness of, healthy 

curiosity about, and respect for the cultural 
markers that are important to the 

adolescent population



Have you ever walked to 
class and not known how you 

got there?

Developmentally 
Appropriate Examples



Not all stress is bad
some stress is good…
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Good stress & toxic stress



Eustress & Distress



Productivity, performance, & alertness



Fight-flight-
freeze
responses



Defining Stress from 
a Teen’s Perspective



Defining stress from a teen’s perspective: 
A Thought, a feeling, and/or a physical sensation

Uncomfortable feeling

Pain

Pressure

Tension

Worrying

To do list

Busy

Overwhelm



Appraisals and 
perceptions of stress

2 key factors affecting 
stress impact on people

Stress Hardiness
Resilience



Stress does not discriminate



Teens Join together
Stress is a Universal
and a Individual 
Experience



Approaching stress, pain, 
suffering, and fear

Pain emotional and 
physical
Finding balance with pain



Physical and emotional 
pain is inevitably going to 

occur. It is what you do 
with the pain, how you 

manage it, that will inform 
how stressed you are by it.



Sometimes a pain just 
wants to be heard

Pain is there for a reason



Deal with pain:

PRESENT: Be present to what is causing you pain. Pay attention to the 
pain. Notice that it exists.

AWARE: Hold the pain in your awareness. Open your thoughts, feelings, 
and physical sensations to it.

INVESTIGATE: Investigate what resources you have to manage the pain.

NOURISH: Fill yourself up with self-care and self-compassion.
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Finding balance with Pain 
in practice

Physical
Emotional



From Existing to 
Living

If one hopes to grow in strength 

and wisdom and bring healing into 

your life you must realize that 

every moment is precious even if 

in pain.

-Jon Kabat-Zinn



Discussion: Suffering adds to pain

The more we attach to, pull toward, push away or avoid we increase our suffering

How to recognize and be with pain without adding to it?

How to recognize and be with some emotional pain without adding to it?

How not to add to stress, pain, stress, and suffering?

How to sit with what is and decide what to do?

How to respond instead of react

To be with instead of being in



The more you attach to, 
pull toward, push away 
from, or avoid the pain, 

the more pain and 
suffering you experience.



When Stress is a problem 
mindfulness is a solution

Help Teens Make the 
Connection



Mindfulness

Noticing your thoughts, feelings, and physical sensations in the 
present moment without harmful judgment 



Mindfulness is a key

to helping teens



Mindfulness is Not the only key



Stimuli Mindful Response

The Power of Mindfulness

Stimuli ReactionWithout 
Mindfulness

With
Mindfulness

Mindless



Mindfulness puts a space, a 
pause between a stimulus 
and a response. It is in this 

space that impulsivity is 
decreased.

Biegel adapted from Viktor E. Frankl’s 
Quote



Spacious and directed attention and 
awareness:
Zooming in and out



Where do you put 
your attention?



Promote spacious mindful 
awareness by focusing on 
and engaging in activities 
that nourish and fill you 

up. Deliberate efforts 
support directed mindful 

awareness.



Bringing Mindfulness into Your Life: 
Personally and Professionally

TEACHING A  FORMAL 
MINDFULNESS PROGRAM

MINDFULNESS-BASED THERAPY/EDUCATION

(Bringing it into your work)

THE MINDFUL INSTRUCTOR

(Mindful in Relationships)

THE MINDFUL 
INDIVIDUAL

(Mindful Self)

Inside 
Out 
Approach



Coping Strategies
Ask teens if they know 
what coping strategies 
are?



\



Teen takeaway: 
You have some control over your 

stress!



Riding the wave activity
Stress Waves
Wax and Wane
Impermanence





















What is in your wave right now?



Practice Moment: 
Riding the wave 
activity



Grounding Focal Points 
During Mindfulness Practices and in 

Everyday Life 

Fingers and/or hands
Toes and/or feet
Breath and breathing
Heartbeat
Heart-rate variability



Grounding focal points

Notice the air around your fingers.

Notice sensations on your hands.

Grab an ice cube and focus on it melting.

Walk and notice your feet touching the ground.

Count your breaths.

Notice your heartbeat, which is a constant and always with you.

Notice the connection between your breathing and your heartbeat.





When you are caught in 
the waves—stressors of 

life, remember to use your 
grounding focal points to 
anchor you to the calm 
stillness deep below the 

surface of the water.



Teen self-care Cultivating Self-Care 



What is Teen Self-Care? Healthy distractions
Mindful downtime



Is what a teen doing self-
care or self-harm?



Positive Self-Care 
Behaviors



SELF-CARE: 
LEVEL I: 1-15 
MINUTES

Playing with a pet

Taking a bath or shower

Making a healthy snack

Taking extra time for grooming

Level 
I

Level 
II

Level 
III

Level 
IV



SELF-CARE: 
LEVEL II: 30MIN-
1HOUR

Taking a nap

Going to a yoga, dance, or 

exercise class

Reading a book or magazine 

not related to school or 

work

Going to the movies

Level 
I

Level 
II

Level 
III

Level 
IV



SELF-CARE: 
LEVEL III: ACTIVITIES 
WHEN YOU ARE 
DOING NOTHING

Salon or spa visit—nail care, 

massage, facial, haircut

Watch movies or TV

Lie around, nap, or sleep

Garden or spend time in 

nature

Level 
I

Level 
II

Level 
III

Level 
IV



SELF-CARE: 
LEVEL IV: PEOPLE WHO 
NOURISH AND 
SUPPORT YOU

Consider people who fill 

you up and bring you 

happiness, peace and joy in 

the following categories:

➢ Friends

➢ Family

➢ Students

➢ Colleagues

Level 
I

Level 
II

Level 
III

Level 
IV



It is important to care for 
yourself as well as, if not 

more than, you would care 
for your smartphones. 



Clinician Self-Care
We can’t be of service to 
anyone else if we can’t be a 
service to ourselves
Model for teens that caring for 
yourself is not being selfish



Finding balance:
there is no such 
thing as perfect 
balance



Saying no
Without explanations



Do you hold yourself to 
higher standards than 

everyone else?

Do you think you can take 
on more than others?

Are you the anomaly?



Heart pumps blood to itself 
first: 

does this apply to you?



Mindful downtime Healthy Distractions
Time Off



Signs that your physical and emotional gas tank 
is empty

You are irritable, frustrated, sad, and/or angry.

You are often tired.

You don’t want to do the things you usually enjoy.

You can’t focus.

You feel overwhelmed.

You are more emotional than usual.

You are snappy or short-tempered with other people.
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Downtime activities to fill up your tank

Watch a movie

Read a magazine or book

Take a shower or bath

Take a nap if you are tired

Listen to music that puts you in a good mood

Spend time with friends or family



Do things to resource 
yourself

For Challenging, Hard, 
and/or Difficult Times



BE FOR YOURSELF



What are you grateful for 
right now?

The Five Gs



Awareness of the positive: 
taking in the good

Pleasant Life Moments



What is pleasant to you: 
pleasant moments

Doing what you enjoy?
What do you enjoy?
Is what you enjoy 
healthy?



Resourcing 
yourself



Good day, bad day Life Moments



Consider: PUn

Pleasant

Unpleasant

Neutral
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What is neuroplasticity?
the abi l i ty  of  the brain to change by creating  and 

reorganizing  neural  connections, especial ly  in 
response to learning  or  exper ience



What is positive 
neuroplasticity? The brain changes in 

response to exper ience, particular ly  with posi t ive or  
pleasurable exper iences. By t i l t ing  toward the 

posi t ive, you help posi t ive neural  connections grow



1,400 new neurons a day
create new neural connections daily

Our ancestry—anxious/prepared/alert people 
survived 

do you want to tilt to the negative? Or tilt to the 
positive



Negative selection bias:
Negative begets more negative



Do you want to tilt to the 
positive or negative?



When in doubt 
focus on the 
positive

Try to reframe, shift, and focus to 

find the positive in even a 

“terrible, awful, no good, very bad 

day.”

It could be opening you up for 

some new delight. As the Guest 

House poem states



You have many thoughts all 
the time. It is what you do 
with those thoughts—the 
decisions you make, and 

the actions you take—that 
determines how they 

impact you.



Don’t believe everything 
you think!



Stop before you act on a thought

Stop right now,

Take a breath,

Open and observe,

Proceed
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Transform the Narrative
Get Out of Stuck Stories

Create a New Playlist



To keep a fire going you 
need? Resources:

Kindling and oxygen 

Positive beneficial 
experiences in your life are 
like kindling

12-Seconds to change your 
brain toward the positive



HOT: Keep the fire going

HAVE THE BENEFICIAL EXPERIENCE

Notice a beneficial experience you are having or go and create one.

Example: Listen to one of your favorite songs.
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HOT: Keep the fire going

OPEN TO THE BENEFICIAL EXPERIENCE

Be open to all you can during the experience. 

Example: If the song has a good beat, move to it. If you know the words, sing to it. 
Close your eyes and take in the lyrics and music.
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HOT: Keep the fire going

TAKE IN THE BENEFICIAL EXPERIENCE

Let the experience sink into you like water is absorbed into a sponge. Let the 
experience become part of you.

Example: Notice what the lyrics mean to you. Let the enjoyment you feel fill you up. 
Savor the sweetness. Give yourself permission to enjoy the movement.
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HOT: Keep the fire going

Have the beneficial experience

Open to the beneficial experience

Take in the beneficial experience

Turn your beneficial experience into a lasting resource by using HOT!
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Go and do something you 
enjoy today. Turn your 

beneficial experience into 
a lasting resource by using 

HOT.



How do you keep your fire 
going?

Question for Self-
Reflection



HOT: Keep the fire going

Have the beneficial experience

Open to the beneficial experience

Take in the beneficial experience

Turn your beneficial experience into a lasting resource by using HOT!
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Social and emotional resilience 
2.0:

When stress becomes toxic—helping youth 
overcome the impact of stress

Part II of Training
March 20, 2019 



SAVE the DATE! 
2019 College & Career Conference

*Sessions will include:

- Social Emotional Competencies (Christy Berger, DOE)

- Graduation Pathways (Ben Carter, DOE)

- Suicide Prevention Training



Webinars
Convenient, online professional development.

• Grounded in latest research and innovative practices
• Focus on Youth Development and College and Career 

Register Today! 
IYI.org/webinar

February 20
When Scholarships Are 
Not Enough - Helping 
Low-Income Students 
Financially Persist in 
Postsecondary

February 27
State of the Child: The 
Well-being of Indiana 
Youth

March 20
Social Emotional 
Resilience 2.0: When 
Stress Becomes Toxic –
Helping Youth Overcome 
the Impact of Trauma

March 27
Here to Help: Responding 
to Youth Depression  

Upcoming Topics



• Developed with you in mind
• Go-to resources for the latest 

research and information
• Published annually
• Provides in-depth profile on 

child well-being in four key 
areas

• 2019 Data Book Snapshot 
available now!

IYI.org/data

Indiana KIDS COUNT® Data Book
Premiere data resource on Hoosier Youth.



Newsletters
Be the first to receive the latest updates and opportunities.

Weekly Update: A weekly email newsletter with the latest youth 
development trends, IYI program news and event updates.

Programs: Get the latest KIDS COUNT Data, information from the Virginia 
Beall Ball Library, and other announcements from IYI programs.

Professional Development: Never miss an announcement about IYI 
webinars, the Because KIDS COUNT Conference, Youth Worker Cafes, the 
Postsecondary Counseling Institute and other great opportunities.

Be sure to sign up at 
www.iyi.org/newsletters



www.facebook.com/Indianayouth

@indianayouth

Stay Connected

Let’s connect to improve the lives of youth!

www.twitter.com/Indiana_Youth

@Indiana_Youth


